Principles and case studies in statistics and the law


Confounding and the ecological paradox


Standards for Causal Inference in Observational Studies


Evaluating Goodness of Fit in Non-Standard Statistical Models


Rubin’s Model of Causal Effects and its Foundations


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198612%2981%3A396%3C945%3ASACI%3E2.0.CO%3B2-7
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198612%2981%3A396%3C961%3ASACICW%3E2.0.CO%3B2-8
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198612%2981%3A396%3C963%3ASACIC%3E2.0.CO%3B2-9
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198612%2981%3A396%3C964%3ASACICS%3E2.0.CO%3B2-H
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198612%2981%3A396%3C967%3ASACIC%3E2.0.CO%3B2-Y
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198612%2981%3A396%3C968%3ASACIR%3E2.0.CO%3B2-N


**Propensity score and sensitivity analysis methods**


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0006-3444%28198304%2970%3A1%3C41%3ATCROTP%3E2.0.CO%3B2-Q


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0035-9246%281983%2945%3A2%3C212%3AASTAUB%3E2.0.CO%3B2-A


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28198409%2979%3A3%516%3ARBIOSU%3E2.0.CO%3B2-6


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28199312%2988%3A3%1250%3AHELHPE%3E2.0.CO%3B2-V


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0090-5364%28199206%2920%3A2%1079%3AAIMMWE%3E2.0.CO%3B2-O


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0006-3444%28199212%2979%3A4%797%3ACTEOMU%3E2.0.CO%3B2-4


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0006-341X%28199603%2952%3A1%3C249%3AMUEPSR%3E2.0.CO%3B2-S
http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28200006%2995%3A450%3C573%3ACPSMWA%3E2.0.CO%3B2-A

http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28200009%2995%3A451%3C749%3EAUWSW%3E2.0.CO%3B2-8


### Estimating efficacy in experiments with noncompliance


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%282199103%2996%3A413%3C9%3AACEVI%3E2.0.CO%3B2-2

http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%282199606%2991%3A434%3C444%3AIOCE%3E2.0.CO%3B2-O

http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0090-5364%282199702%2925%3A1%3C305%3ABIFCE%3E2.0.CO%3B2-8


**Randomized encouragement designs and doubly randomized preference designs**


**Principal stratification**


**Structural models**


http://links.jstor.org/sici?sici=0162-1459%28199409%2989%3A427%3C737%3AAFDROP%3E2.0.CO%3B2-U


Semiparametric methods


Graphical and structural equation models


